Engineered Myosin VI Motors Reveal Minimal Structural Determinants of Directionality and Processivity
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Members of the myosin superfamily have acquired specialized mechanical adaptations to perform cellular functions ranging from vesicle transport to muscle contraction. Myosin VI (M6) moves toward the (−) end of the actin filament, in the opposite direction from all other characterized myosins.1 Additionally, unlike muscle myosin II, individual dimers of M6 can travel processively for many steps before detaching from the filament.2 The determinants of M6 directionality and the mechanism of M6 processivity have recently been the subjects of considerable scrutiny.3–10

Structural and functional studies have converged on a redirected power stroke model to explain directionality reversal in M6. According to current formulations of the power stroke or swinging crossbridge model of myosin force generation,11 conformational changes at the nucleotide binding site are propagated through the catalytic head, driving a large rotation of the converter domain. This rotation is amplified by a rigid lever arm structure extending from the final helix of the converter. An X-ray crystal structure of the M6 post-stroke state showed that the lever arm emerges at an angle that differs from (+) end-directed myosins by ∼120° due to the presence of a unique insert in M6 following the converter (Fig. 1a).9 Engineered motors truncated before the unique insert showed (+) end-directed motion,3 as do chimeric motors in which M6 is fused immediately after the converter to the lever...
arm from myosin VI. These studies demonstrate that redirection of the lever arm mediated by the unique insert is essential for (−) end directionality.

An examination of stroke sizes for a series of truncated M6 constructs led to a model in which the redirected lever arm rotates by ∼180° during the power stroke. This model was supported by a subsequent crystal structure of the putative pre-stroke state. However, the pre-stroke crystal structure was obtained using a fragment of M6 that lacks the distal part of the unique insert and its associated stabilizing light chain. The lever arm angle in this structure could only be deduced by modeling the missing distal insert. The functional relevance of the crystallized conformation, which contains large and surprising rearrangements of the converter domain, must remain tentative in the absence of experiments showing that the proximal part of the unique insert is sufficient to correctly position a lever arm for (−) end-directed motion.

Functional replacement of the myosin II lever arm with rigid three-helix bundles derived from α-actinin...
provided critical tests of the swinging cross-bridge model for myosin II. Here, we have used an extension of this strategy to challenge and refine the redirected power stroke model for M6 directionality. We have characterized M6 constructs in which α-actinin lever arms have been fused at several different locations following the converter domain. We include constructs in which the lever arm is fused immediately following the proximal part of the unique insert, probing whether this structure is sufficient for (+) end directionality.

Our strategy also provides a means to test models relating structure to processivity. Dimers of M6 have been shown to move processively with a hand-over-hand mechanism thought to depend on coordination mediated by strain in the lever arms. By replacing lever arms with alternative structural elements, we can directly test the effects on processivity of varying geometric and mechanical parameters in the dimer.

We designed chimeric constructs in which an artificial lever arm (two spectrin repeats from Dictyostelium α-actinin, designated 2R) was fused to M6 at one of three locations (Fig. 1a and b): (1) after the Converter domain but prior to the unique insert, M6CD772R; (2) immediately after the proximal part of the unique insert, M6PI7912R; and (3) after the distal part of the insert, M6DI8162R. (Subscripts indicate the residue number of the last native M6 amino acid prior to the 2R junction.) M6CD772R is predicted to have a lever arm orientation similar to myosin II. The longer constructs are predicted to yield lever arm orientations similar to native M6 but with differences in lever arm stability and mechanics due to the replacement of one or both native calmodulin-binding domains.

Precise fusion points at the level of amino acid residues were chosen with the aid of molecular modeling. For the constructs fused after the proximal part of the unique insert, five possible adjacent fusion points were modeled. Models of M6PI7892R and M6PI7922R showed steric collisions between the converter and the artificial lever arm. Initial models of M6PI7922R, M6PI7912R, and M6PI7922R were free of structural collisions, but molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for the three models predicted differing stabilities of local structures (Fig. 2 and Supplemental Movies S1 and S2). M6PI7902R and M6PI7912R remained stable for 5 ns of MD simulation. In contrast, a key α-helix in the converter domain of M6PI7922R became disordered during all-atom simulations. Thus, our models predicted that only two of these five fusions should retain functional lever arms: M6PI7902R and M6PI7912R.

A total of seven monomeric fusion constructs were expressed, purified, and assayed for motility, velocity, and directionality using dual-labeled gliding filament assays. In addition, the dimeric artificial lever arm construct M6DI8162RGCN4 was generated by fusion of M6DI8162R to the medial tail region of M6 followed by the leucine zipper GCN4 in order to ensure dimerization. This construct was expressed and assayed for processivity using single fluorophore tracking.

Constructs fused after the converter or after the unique insert are motile and have the expected directionalities. M6CD772R shows (+) end-directed motion in dual-labeled gliding filament assays (Fig. 3a and Table 1; Movie S3), consistent with its predicted structural similarity to myosin II. M6DI8162R retains the entire unique insert and has an extended lever arm and was thus predicted to show rapid (−) end-directed motion. Assays (Fig. 3b; Movie S4) show the expected movement at an average velocity of 111 nm/s (Table 1), compared with 45 nm/s for a construct truncated after the unique insert alone.

All-atom modeling correctly predicts functional fusion sites. We tested all five constructs fused after the

Fig. 2. MD simulations showing predicted differences in stability between alternative proximal insert fusion constructs that differ by one residue in the placement of the fusion point. (a) A snapshot from a simulation of M6PI7922R shows stable local structure in the converter domain. (b) A snapshot from a simulation of M6PI7922R shows a denatured α-helix (blue) in the converter domain.

Fig. 3. Images from dual-labeled gliding filament assays showing the directionality of engineered constructs (see also Supplemental Movies S3–S7). Tetramethylrhodamine-phalloidin-labeled actin filaments are false-colored in green; Cy5-labeled (+) ends appear as red dots. The direction of gliding movement is indicated by yellow arrows. (a) M6CD772R shows (+) end-directed movement, while (b) M6DI8162R and (c) M6PI7912R show (−) end-directed movement.
proximal part of the unique insert and observed only stationary actin filaments in assays of the three constructs (M6PI7892R, M6PI7922R, and M6PI7932R) showing steric clashes or helix instability in MD simulations (Movie S5). Both of the constructs that remained stable in MD simulations (M6PI7902R and M6PI7912R) were motile (Movies S6 and S7).

Constructs fused after the proximal part of the unique insert are (−) end directed, showing that the distal part of the insert is dispensable for directionality reversal. M6PI7902R and M6PI7912R show robust (−) end-directed motion in gliding filament assays (Fig. 3c and Table 1). These constructs move in the opposite direction from M6CD7722R due to the insertion of only 18–19 amino acids that form a proline kink and a short α-helical section, without any stabilizing light chains.

Table 1 summarizes gliding filament results for monomeric engineered M6 motors. Directionalities agree with predictions and demonstrate that a short α-helical insert is sufficient to reverse the directionality of the motor. In these assays, polarity-labeled filaments occasionally become mislabeled, likely due to loss of the gelsolin cap on some Cy5-actin seeds. This explains results with M6PI7912R and M6DI8162R, in which fewer than 100% of filaments were scored as (−) end directed. As expected, the highest gliding filament velocity is seen for M6DI8162R, which has the longest lever arm length (Fig. 1). M6CD7722R and M6PI7912R are expected to have relatively lower velocities due to shortened stroke sizes. Further reductions in velocity for the shortened constructs may occur due to increased actin attachment times, as seen previously for truncated M6 constructs lacking light-chain binding regions.

Table 1. Gliding filament results for engineered M6 motors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M6CD7722R</th>
<th>M6PI7912R</th>
<th>M6DI8162R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directionality</td>
<td>(+) end</td>
<td>(−) end</td>
<td>(−) end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(51/51 filaments)</td>
<td>(64/65 filaments)</td>
<td>(86/89 filaments)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>+41±2 nm/s (n = 44)</td>
<td>−29±1 nm/s (n = 32)</td>
<td>−111±4 nm/s (n = 51)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Artificial lever arms can support processive movement. The dimeric construct M6DI8162RGCN4 was tested for processivity and compared to M6-GCN4 control (Fig. 4a and b). We used total internal reflection fluorescence imaging to track the movement of individual tetramethylrhodamine-labeled dimers on actin filaments (Movie S8). M6DI8162RGCN4 showed processive movement similar to control

![Fig. 4. Processive data from single-fluorophore tracking of tetramethylrhodamine-labeled dimeric constructs. (a and b) Histograms of processive run lengths for a dimeric M6 with artificial lever arms, M6DI8162RGCN4 (mean run length, 590±50 nm; n = 243) and control M6-GCN4 (854±91 nm; n = 199). (c) Sample stepping traces for M6DI8162RGCN4. Blue circles, data from fluorophore localization; solid blue lines, step-finding fits. (d) Stride histograms show that M6DI8162RGCN4 (blue) has a slightly shorter stride (28.4±0.5 nm) than M6-GCN4 (red) (35.5±0.5 nm).]
dimeric M6-GCN4, with run lengths approximately 70% as long as those of the control. Stepwise motion was detected during processive runs for both M6-GCN4 and M6DI8162RGCN4 (Fig. 4c), allowing us to measure the distribution of stride sizes (Fig. 4d). As expected from the extended lever arm design, M6DI8162RGCN4 stepped along the actin filament with long strides (28.4±0.5 nm). However, the peak stride size for M6DI8162RGCN4 was significantly smaller than that for control M6-GCN4 (35.5±0.5 nm), reflecting differences in lever arm geometry.

Directionality reversal in M6 was previously shown to depend on the presence of the 50-residue unique insert and its associated calmodulin light chain.7 This light chain makes extensive contacts with the converter domain in the native M6 structure, suggesting that it might play an important structural role in redirection of the lever arm.9 However, we have shown here that the light chain and the distal part of the unique insert are dispensable for directionality reversal. Our results help validate the interpretation of a pre-stroke crystal structure for M6 in which the lever arm angle was assumed to be unperturbed by omission of the distal part of the unique insert and its associated light chain.10 This provides additional support for a model in which the M6 lever arm is nearly perpendicular to the actin filament and rotates close to 180° during the power stroke.5,9,10,18

We have also shown that processive motion can be achieved in a dimeric myosin using artificial lever arms and without extensive optimization of lever arm geometry or mechanics. (Lack of geometric optimization in our constructs is underscored by the significantly shorter stride of the chimera, which fails to match the actin pseudo-repeat.) In most models of hand-over-hand motion, coordination of the two myosin heads is hypothesized to depend on internal strain generated when both heads are bound to the actin filament.5,10,18 The mechanical properties of the lever arms might therefore be tuned for strain-mediated communication between the heads, and the lever arms might also be optimized for thermally sampling conformations during the binding site search that precedes front head reattachment. Computational models have led researchers to propose stringent mechanical requirements for lever arms: Lan and Sun found that bending anisotropy was a key feature of computational models for myosin V stepping.20 Our findings imply that either coordination is robust to changes in lever arm composition or else coordination is relatively unimportant for processive motion. Indeed, as previously suggested,39 dimers with independently cycling heads may theoretically be expected to show substantial processive motion, as long as the duty ratio of each monomer is high.

Finally, we note that while chimeric proteins can be powerful tools for structure/function studies, they must fold correctly in order to provide useful information. Here, we used all-atom molecular modeling to predict misfolding at junctions due to steric clashes or other unfavorable interactions. We found that relatively simple atomistic computations helped discriminate between functional and non-functional chimeras. For chimeras involving extensive new domain interfaces, it may be necessary to apply sequence selection by structure-based protein design, as demonstrated earlier for a homing endonuclease.21
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